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The Lorax Classic Seuss
The narrator is frightened by a pair of pale green pants with
no one inside that seems to be following him, until the two
meet and discover that they have nothing to fear. Features
illustrations that glow in the dark.
The Once-ler describes the results of the local pollution
problem.
Presents a rhyming story that helps build early reading skills
and offers simple suggestions for going green, from reducing
waste and saving energy to donating used objects and
recycling.
An anthology of six stories by Dr. Seuss, including "And To
Think That I Saw It On Mulberry Street," "The 500 Hats of
Bartholomew Cubbins," "Horton Hatches the Egg," "How the
Grinch Stole Christmas," "The Lorax," and "Yertle the Turtle."
Celebrate Earth Day with Dr. Seuss and the Lorax in this
classic picture book about protecting the environment! I am
the Lorax. I speak for the trees. Dr. Seuss’s beloved story
teaches kids to speak up and stand up for those who can’t.
With a recycling-friendly “Go Green” message, The Lorax
allows young readers to experience the beauty of the Truffula
Trees and the danger of taking our earth for granted, all in a
story that is timely, playful and hopeful. The book’s final
pages teach us that just one small seed, or one small child,
can make a difference. Printed on recycled paper, this book is
the perfect gift for Earth Day and for any child—or child at
heart—who is interested in recycling, advocacy and the
environment, or just loves nature and playing outside. Unless
someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to
get better. It’s not. “Pretty much all the stuff you need to
know is in Dr. Seuss.” –President Barack Obama
“Every Who down in Who-ville liked Christmas a lot . . . but
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the Grinch, who lived just north of Who-ville, did NOT!” Not
since “’Twas the night before Christmas” has the beginning
of a Christmas tale been so instantly recognizable. No holiday
season is complete without the Grinch, Max, Cindy-Lou, and
all the residents of Who-ville, in this heartwarming story about
the effects of the Christmas spirit on even the smallest and
coldest of hearts. Like mistletoe, candy canes, and caroling,
the Grinch is a mainstay of the holidays, and his story is the
perfect gift for young and old. This Read & Listen edition
contains audio narration.
Easy-to-read, rhyming text introduces the Lorax and the place
he calls home.
As topical today as when it was first published in 1938, this
book tells of Bartholomew Cubbins (from Caldecott Honor
winner Bartholomew and the Oobleck) and his unjust
treatment at the hands of King Derwin. Each time
Bartholomew attempts to obey the king’s order to take off his
hat, he finds there is another hat on his head. Soon it is
Bartholomew’s head that is in danger . . . of being chopped
off! While The 500 Hats is one of Dr. Seuss’s earliest works,
it is nevertheless totally Seussian, addressing subjects that
we know the good doctor was passionate about: abuse of
power (as in Yertle the Turtle), rivalry (as in The Sneetches),
and of course, zany good humor!
The Once-ler describes the consequences of local pollution
and business practices that harm the environment.
Dr. Seuss's furry Earth-lover is on the loose! This Lorax
coloring and activity book is filled with more than 100 zany
scenes to color and complete and also includes a sheet of
stickers. Perfect for creative minds ages 3-7 who love to let
their imaginations run wild—Seuss-style!
Learn how to plant a tree and help clean the air with the
Lorax--Dr. Seuss's beloved icon of Environmentalism--in this
rhymed early reader! The Lorax "speaks for the trees," and in
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this simple, rhymed Step 2 Step into Reading Book (printed
on recycled paper), he explains how trees help clean the air
we breathe--and how kids can plant their own! A perfect
choice for Earth Day, Arbor Day, or ANY day you want to
empowering young children with a "Go Green" message--and
get them excited about reading! Step 2 readers use basic
vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. They
are perfect for children who recognize familiar words and can
sound out new words with help.
Dr. Seuss's well-known and well-loved The Lorax is as timely
now as it was when it was first published in 1971—perhaps
even more so. This bestselling ecological warning is now
available in an elaborate pop-up book, published in
conjunction with the release of The Lorax feature film on
March 2, 2012—Ted Geisel's birthday. David Carter has
transformed Seuss's powerful message and has brought to
life the Lorax, the Bar-ba-loots, the Truffula Tree Tufts—and
more—in eight dynamic pop-up spreads.
This classic Dr. Seuss Beginner Book features silly tongue
twisters that will have readers of all ages giggling with glee.
When a fox in socks meets Knox in a box, you know that
hilarity will ensue. Add chicks with bricks (and blocks and
clocks) and you're sure to get your words twisted and lips
locked. With his unmistakable gift for rhyme, Dr. Seuss
creates a hysterical and energetic way for beginning readers
to dive into the joy of reading. This book comes with the
following warning: “This is a book you READ ALOUD to find
out just how smart your tongue is. The first time you read it,
don't go fast! This Fox is a tricky fox. He'll try to get your
tongue in trouble.” Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner
Books encourage children to read all by themselves, with
simple words and illustrations that give clues to their
meaning.
The Lorax is the original eco-warrior and his message still
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rings loud today in this fable about the dangers of destroying
our forests, told in the trademark rhyme of the irrepressible
Dr. Seuss.
Michelle Ann Abate examines a variety of texts that offer
information, ideology, and even instructions on how to raise
kids right, not just figuratively, but politically. Highlighting the
works of William Bennett, Lynne Cheney, Bill O'Reilly, and
others, she brings together such diverse fields as cultural
studies, literary criticism, political science, childhood studies,
brand marketing, and the cult of celebrity. --from publisher
description.
A board book based on The Lorax for Dr. Seuss's youngest
fans--perfect for encouraging a love of nature! The Lorax
shares his love of animals and plants and need to "speak for
the trees" in this simple, sturdy board book about caring for
the environment. Written in rhymed verse, it's an ideal
introduction to the story for toddlers and preschoolers too
young for the classic picture book. Now everyone in the
family--even pre-readers--can take pleasure in the frolics of
the Brown Bar-ba-loots, Swomee-Swans, and Humming-Fish
and embrace Dr. Seuss's timely message about protecting
the planet!

Join one of Dr. Seuss's most giving characters in the
classic picture book Thidwick the Big-Hearted Moose.
Poor Thidwick's generosity proves the adage that no
good deed goes unpunished, and soon everyone, from a
tiny Bingle Bug to a huge bear, is taking advantage of
our antlered hero. With Seuss's rhyming text and
endearing illustrations, this beloved story about a
kindhearted moose and the bullies that make a home on
his horns is an ideal way to introduce children to the
invaluable concept of self-respect.
Long before “going green” was mainstream, Dr.
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Seuss’s Lorax spoke for the trees and warned of the
dangers of disrespecting the environment. In this
cautionary rhyming tale, we learn of the Once-ler, who
came across a valley of Truffula Trees and Brown Bar-baloots (“frisking about in their Bar-ba-loot suits as they
played in the shade and ate Truffula Fruits”), and how
his harvesting of the tufted trees changed the landscape
forever. With the release of the blockbuster film version,
the Lorax and his classic tale have educated a new
generation of young readers not only about the
importance of seeing the beauty in the world around us,
but also about our responsibility to protect it. This Read
& Listen edition contains audio narration.
"Narrated by the Lorax, this collection of 101 childfriendly ideas for helping the earth includes eco-friendly
crafts, games, and suggestions on how to reduce,
recycle, and reuse common household objects"-Have fun with your favourite Dr. Seuss characters as you
sing the silliest rhymes and piece together the five zany
jigsaw puzzles in this book A fabulous gift pack featuring
some of Dr. Seuss's most popular characters. Meet the
crazy Cat in the Hat, the meanie Grinch and a host of
others, then put together the jigsaws, which include The
Cat in the Hat, I Had Trouble in Getting to Solla Sollew,
How the Grinch Stole Christmas , Green Eggs and Ham
and The Sneetches.
This Dr. Seuss classic will have readers of all ages
craving Green Eggs and Ham—no matter where they are!
I do not like green eggs and ham. I do not like them,
Sam-I-am. With unmistakable characters and signature
rhymes, Dr. Seuss’s beloved favorite has cemented its
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place as a children’s classic. Kids will love the terrific
tongue-twisters as the list of places to enjoy green eggs
and ham gets longer and longer...and they might even
learn a thing or two about trying new things! And don’t
miss the Netflix series adaptation – featuring the voice
talents of Michael Douglas, Diane Keaton, Daveed
Diggs, and more! Originally created by Dr. Seuss
himself, Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to
read. These unjacketed hardcover early readers
encourage children to read all on their own, using simple
words and illustrations. Smaller than the classic large
format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and Oh, The
Places You’ll Go!, these portable packages are perfect
for practicing readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents too!
The story of the greedy Once-ler, who carelessly
destroys the Truffula forest, and the little Lorax, who
single-handedly speaks for the trees.
The LoraxHarperCollins Children's Books
An introduction to opposites describes all sorts of feet
doing all sorts of things.

A collection of some of Dr. Seuss's best stories.
The possibilities are endless in the board edition of
this classic Dr. Seuss Beginner Book --the perfect
back-to-school read for a new year! Young readers
will delight in this Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!
which celebrates the imagination and encourages
young readers to think . . . about thinking! “Think left
and think right and think low and think high. Oh, the
Thinks you can think up if only you try.” Originally
created by Dr. Seuss himself, Beginner Books are
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fun, funny, and easy to read. These unjacketed
hardcover early readers encourage children to read
all on their own, using simple words and illustrations.
Smaller than the classic large format Seuss picture
books like The Lorax and Oh, The Places You’ll
Go!, these portable packages are perfect for
practicing readers ages 3-7—and lucky parents too!
Choose kindness with Horton the elephant and the
Whos of Who-ville in this 65th Anniversary Edition of
Dr. Seuss's classic picture book about caring for
others! The new matte finish cover and peel-off
Anniversary Sticker make it a perfect gift! A person's
a person, no matter how small. Everyone's favorite
elephant stars in this heartwarming and timeless
story for readers of all ages. In the colorful Jungle of
Nool, Horton discovers something that at first seems
impossible: a tiny speck of dust contains an entire
miniature world--Who-ville--complete with houses
and grocery stores and even a mayor! But when no
one will stand up for the Whos of Who-ville, Horton
uses his elephant-sized heart to save the day. This
tale of compassion and determination proves that
any person, big or small, can choose to speak out for
what is right. This story showcases the very best of
Dr. Seuss, from the moving message to the
charming rhymes and imaginative illustrations. No
bookshelf is complete without Horton and the Whos!
Do you see what I mean? . . . They've proved they
ARE persons, no matter how small. And their whole
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world was saved by the Smallest of All!
Your kids will enjoy this classic story even more in
this beautiful Read & Listen edition. A baby bird is
hatched while his mother is away. Fallen from his
nest, he sets out to look for her and asks everyone
he meets—including a dog, a cow, and a plane—"Are
you my mother?" This ebook includes Read & Listen
audio narration.
This fabulous Coloring book is the greatest gift for
your children All pages are full of draw designs
especially made for Kids from 2 to 12 years old.
Thick lines and simple patterns set little hands up for
coloring success! Discover The Amazing Benefits Of
This Coloring Book: Kids can develop good motor
skills by coloring inside this coloring book. Can be an
amazing gift for kids and their friends! Kids can also
relax and enjoy a activity such as coloring these
pages Kids can use their imagination to make
wonderful images. Use different colored pencils,
markers, and pens to color these pages. Grab one
and let your children's creative run wild!
Rhyming text introduces readers to the role gardens
play in helping the Earth.
The Butter Battle Book, Dr. Seuss's classic
cautionary tale, introduces readers to the important
lesson of respecting differences. The Yooks and
Zooks share a love of buttered bread, but animosity
brews between the two groups because they prefer
to enjoy the tasty treat differently. The timeless and
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topical rhyming text is an ideal way to teach young
children about the issues of tolerance and respect.
Whether in the home or in the classroom, The Butter
Battle Book is a must-have for readers of all ages.
Dr. Seuss’s irrepressible optimism is front and
center in Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You Are?
“When you think things are bad, when you feel sour
and blue, when you start to get mad . . .you should
do what I do!” So begins the terrific advice of the
wise old man in the Desert of Drize. This classic
book provides the perfect antidote for readers of all
ages who are feeling a bit down in the dumps.
Thanks to Dr. Seuss’s trademark rhymes and
signature illustrations, readers will, without a doubt,
realize just how lucky they truly are. This Read &
Listen edition contains audio narration.
The Lorax speaks to readers about trees and what they
can do to protect the environment.
"A rhymed introduction to real and imaginary animals
featuring illustrations from classic books by Dr. Seuss"-Count on Dr. Seuss to make learning numbers fun! This
simple, rhyming book is illustrated with art from some of
his most beloved works, including "One Fish Two Fish
Red Fish Blue Fish, Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You
Are?, " and "Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!" Full color.
The Lorax shares his love of animals and the
environment in this sturdy board book about the
importance of taking care of our beaches.
This #1 New York Times bestseller is the perfect gift for
the young artist in your life! A never-before-published Dr.
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Seuss non-fiction book about creating and looking at art!
Based on an unrhymed manuscript and sketches
discovered in 2013, this book is like a visit to a
museum—with a horse as your guide! Explore how
different artists have seen horses, and maybe even find
a new way of looking at them yourself. Discover full-color
photographic art reproductions of pieces by Picasso,
George Stubbs, Rosa Bonheur, Alexander Calder, Jacob
Lawrence, Deborah Butterfield, Franz Marc, Jackson
Pollock, and many others—all of which feature a horse!
Young readers will find themselves delightfully
transported by the engaging equines as they learn about
the creative process and how to see art in new ways.
Taking inspiration from Dr. Seuss’s original sketches,
acclaimed illustrator Andrew Joyner has created a look
that is both subtly Seussian and wholly his own. His
whimsical illustrations are combined throughout with
“real-life” art. Cameo appearances by classic Dr. Seuss
characters (among them the Cat in the Hat, the Grinch,
and Horton the Elephant) make Dr. Seuss’s Horse
Museum a playful picture book that is totally unique.
Ideal for home or classroom use, it encourages critical
thinking and makes a great gift for Seuss fans, artists,
and horse lovers of all ages. Publisher’s Notes discuss
the discovery of the manuscript and sketches, Dr.
Seuss’s interest in understanding modern art, the
process of creating the book, and information about each
of the artists and art reproductions in the book.
Color and draw with the Lorax--Dr. Seuss's beloved icon
of Environmentalism--in this 256 page Deluxe Doodle
Book with a pull-out poster and a punch-out, stand-up
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Lorax! Printed on 100% recycled paper, this eco-friendly
Doodle Book with a pull-out poster and punch-out, card
stock, Lorax standee is perfect for encouraging creative
play--and responsibility for the Earth! With scenes to
color, images to finish, and simple activities featuring the
characters from the Dr. Seuss classic The Lorax
(including Bar-ba-loots, Swomee-Swans, Humming-Fish,
and Truffula Trees), children ages 3-7 can let their
imaginations run wild . . . Seuss-style!
Dr. Seuss’s wonderfully wise Oh, the Places You’ll Go!
is the perfect gift to celebrate all of our special
milestones—from graduations to birthdays and beyond!
From soaring to high heights and seeing great sights to
being left in a Lurch on a prickle-ly perch, Dr. Seuss
addresses life’s ups and downs with his trademark
humorous verse and whimsical illustrations. The inspiring
and timeless message encourages readers to find the
success that lies within, no matter what challenges they
face. A perennial favorite and a perfect gift for anyone
starting a new phase in their life!
The Lorax--Dr. Seuss's beloved icon of
Environmentalism--stars in an early reader about helping
to save the ocean! In this simple, rhymed Step 2 Step
into Reading Book (printed on recycled paper) the Lorax
address a concern shared by people of all ages--how to
preserve and protect the ocean by reducing our use of
plastic and recycling cans and bottles. With simple, kidfriendly tips (such as using a refillable water bottle and
reusable grocery bags, and saying no thanks to plastic
straws), this is the perfect way to empower young
children with a "Go Green" message--and to excite them
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about reading! Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and
short sentences to tell simple stories. They are perfect
for children who recognize familiar words and can sound
out new words with help.
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